
7-STEP CHECKLIST
To Prepare For Your ServiceNow Software
Asset Management Implementation



Uncover rogue software spending
Prioritize and take action on compliance 

Review license compliance and optimize positions for the most
complex on-premises and SaaS products
Assess the true exposure and impact of software vulnerabilities
Surface software costs before an IT change occurs
Find up-to-date configuration items, assets, and file-based
patterns on premises and throughout your cloud infrastructure
with ITOM discovery
Monitor usage and optimize licenses for engineering and
specialty industrial applications
Simplify and automate hardware and software asset allocations
for new employees

and cost visualizations for your long list of publishers

Is your company struggling to control its IT spending? 
Can’t control license compliance? With ServiceNow’s Software
Asset Management, you can take control of rogue spending and
easily review license compliance of your on-premise and SaaS
products. Software Asset Management (SAM) runs on a single-
architecture platform, enabling faster outcomes to gain visibility
across the state of your infrastructure, applications, and risks.

Software Asset Management’s
main features allow companies to:

Software Asset Management
in ServiceNow
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SAM touches many parts of the organization, so early
integration with all affected areas will increase project
success. As soon as possible, include all the relevant
leadership and Information Security delegates who can
ensure a smooth implementation while keeping you
compliant. Don’t forget groups like help desk, field
services, procurement, and materials management, 
who all play a role in delivery.

Engage leadership 
early in the process

Software asset management is an ongoing, constantly-
evolving process that has a natural maturity flow.
Identifying where you are in the growth process will help
you align resources to their most effective activities in
each stage to ensure long-term success. Identify the
milestones that can demonstrate value early on to
ensure continued support.

Determine current maturity 
and make a growth plan
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To ensure a successful and seamless implementation, Pharicode's
certified ServiceNow consultants created this 7-step checklist for
you to follow. Our goal is to help companies like yours optimize 
and modernize their IT infrastructure.
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Best Practices



Identify top publishers 
to focus on first
Many organizations start with Microsoft 365 or Adobe
Creative Cloud because they are large contracts that the
organization watches closely. Whatever your choice, the
top products from two or three publishers are the ‘low-
hanging fruit’ which will provide a quick return on
investment. Start collecting software purchase details
for these publishers’ products for input during the initial
implementation.
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Validate foundational data
SAM Pro allows you to organize and visualize your
software landscape from many perspectives, so having
the data to support those views is crucial. Perform a
quick sanity check on these records and address any
quality concerns before implementation — e.g. users,
departments, cost centers, companies, locations, and
computers.

Validate your hardware lifecycle
Accurate software license position measurement
requires accurate hardware records. Ensure your
hardware asset management process is complete with
activities that keep ServiceNow updated with lifecycle
events including requisition, deployment, and retirement.
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Identify the required 
data sources

Utilization data includes records of software
installations and subscriptions which are counted 
to determine compliance.
 
Rights data includes software license purchases and
internal distribution (allocation) of those purchases.
Identify all the systems that hold a piece of the puzzle
(like SCCM, Discovery, SaaS portals, Software Spend
Detection, Procurement, and external systems) so they
can be considered, configured, or integrated.

SAM requires two general categories 
of data: utilization and rights.

Build excitement 
within your organization
Managing software is a process that involves many
teams, so simplifying it should positively affect many
people! Share your excitement with anyone who will
listen, because making a permanent change requires
everyone’s participation. 
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REQUEST IMPLEMENTATION SERVICES
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The Trusted Partner 
for Federal Agencies

About Pharicode

Pharicode, LLC is a certified SBA woman-owned
business and provides cutting edge technology
services, managed services, and staff
augmentation to federal, state, and local
government organizations.

ADDITIONAL PARTNERSHIPS WITH
GOOGLE, AMAZON WEB SERVICES,
THOUGHTSPOT, RUBRIK, 
AND SNOWFLAKE

270+ CERTIFICATIONS

NEARLY 70,000 HOURS 
OF SERVICES PERFORMED

TEAM MEMBERS IN 19 STATES

https://www.glidefast.com/sp_website?id=contact_form

